It is suggested that the peculiar variation in structure observed in the Krcre mass enhancement in the region 1.1 to 1.4
BeV as a furlction of incident momentum could be due primarily P to interference between two resonances with the same J values.
On the basis of the quark model it is appealing to associate these with the 3 Pl and lplsystems, in which JP == 1+ for each. It is also suggested that the A l (1080) may constitute a real resonance, which, however, is obscured at some momenta by interference effects in this case with coherent background.
A very large enhancement in the Krcrc system has been observed in a P -_ (_ l)L+l a ermlon-antifermion pair--P and C are given by and
Here L is the angular momentum in, thesystem and 8 the totalspin. These are related by
where ~ is the mixing angle between the quark spin singlet and triplet states. 19 ,20
Interference in the mass distributions
In addition to, and aside from, the possibility of particle mixing, if we are dealiIl~_with two adjacent states with the same? values, we t ' t f ff t ' th K d' t 'b t' 21 may expec ln er erence e ec s ln e rrrr mass lS rl u lons. In general a mass distribution corresponds to an average over all decay angular distributions. * P + * + * Thus K IS with different J values, such as a 1 K and the 2 K (1420), will not give any interference effect in the Krrrr mass distributions and the amplitudes will add incoherently. However, two K*IS each with JP = 1+ will add coherently.
In what follows we consider a very simple model corresponding to the coherent addition of two resonances together with a third added incoherently.
Here we express each resonance by a Breit-Wigner amplitude and allow an arbitrary phase between two of them. the shape of the mass di str,i bution in ttte Q enhanc~ment can appear as a single peak at E2 for ~ "' " 61(/5, a broad flat-topped peak centered at" "'" (E l + E 2 )/2
for ~ "'" 1(, indications of a single peak at El for ~ "' " 31(/5, g,nd two separate peaks at "'" E and-"h:;; E for 1 2 or lower. Thus in a variation of ~ by about 1( radians the mass distribution can go through an entire gamut of + shapes, some of which are very similar to the experimental K p data in the 4.6-to 9-BeV/c region.
In addition to the resonances discussed above there is little doubt that a considerable amount of background amplitude must be present as well.
To the extent that this may be due to pomeron exchange it will also lead primarily to JP == 1+ amplitudes. A more realistic model must therefore include both a coherent and an incoherent background term, where the phase of the former can also vary relative to the two Breit-Wigner amplitudes.
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We have. not yet attempted to actually "fit" the available experimental data with this model, primarily because observation of the splitting between the "1250-MeV" and "1360-MeV" peaks discussed in the preceding letter for the 9-BeV/c data is strongly dependent on the experimental resolution, a quantity which is not known to us for much of the data in the literature.
Furthermore, for a significant fit,considerably higher statistical accuracy will be required at many of the momenta studied.
It is clear, however, that a fit to the experimental data can be obtained, although if we include a coherent and an incoherent background term such a fit will not be unique without more detailed information than given by the mass \. )
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